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SELF REFERENTIALS VOLUME I

Far Afield Recording 1:58
Pulsationism (The Long Tick) 5:23
Ruse (Fantastique) 5:34
A Choir of Threnodic Winds 3:53
Hidden Memories: Plangent Wail 3:58
Transsublimination 4:22
Four Instantiations 2:12
Amphibiana 5:55
Of Fugal Melancholia 5:24
Sonum Onscurum: Headphonic Apparitions Part I 5:17
Sonum Onscurum: Headphonic Apparitions Part II 4:47
Sonum Onscurum: Headphonic Apparitions Part III 5:55
SELF REFERENTIALS VOLUME II
AN UNNAMED DIARY OF PLACES I WENT ALONE

I  1:31
II 2:28
III 2:56
IV 2:31
V  3:30
VI 1:59
VII 2:13
VIII 2:25
IX  2:32
X  3:31
XI 4:00
XII 3:12
XIII 2:56
XIV 3:19
XV 1:20
XVI 2:57
XVII 1:35